BBI YES Votes in Counties Exposes Presence of Underground
Parallel Government in Kenya

By Tuesday (23-02-2021) evening, 38 county Assemblies had voted YES for BBI, with
only 1 - Baringo - voting NO. This clearly contradicts social media polls that have been
showing YES side getting as little as 10% of the vote.

Politicians allied to DP William Ruto and “Civil Society” activists have repeatedly told us
that BBI is bad, and Kenyans “on the ground” absolutely do not like BBI.
After the unanimous passing of BBI in so many counties, some of its opponents have
realised that Kenyans “on the ground” are indeed pro-BBI.

However, some TangaTanga politicians are still in denial. They are claiming that MCAs do
not represent the opinion of Kenyans “on the ground”; Some are also claiming that the
MCAs only voted for BBI because they were “bribed with sh2 million car grants”.
Politicians claiming that MCAs voted YES because of the car grants, why then did
Baringo MCAs overwhelmingly vote NO?
Why did the voting in Nakuru county take a tribal angle? Are the car grants only being
awarded to some tribes?
FACT: MCAs have overwhelmingly voted YES for BBI because they have discovered that
most Kenyans “on the ground” in their wards are pro-BBI.
I have said many times that some SHADOWY non-African actors have infiltrated Kenya,
and are responsible for creating the PERCEPTION that BBI is an unpopular document. It
was all just that - illusion that people are anti-BBI.
If in doubt, just study the case of Nakuru county’s Kabazi Ward MCA Peter Mbae.
Mbae is a staunch follower of DP Ruto. He is HustlerNation damu.
Like other TangaTanga politicians, Mbae has been solidly against BBI.
Like Murang’a Senator Irungu Kang’ata, Mbae truly believed the people he represents are
solidly against BBI.
Mbae was so confident that his anti-BBI opinion was also the opinion of Kabazi people
“on the ground” that, at the county assembly, he demanded that BBI public participation
be held at every ward in the county, and be led by local MCAs.
His wish was granted.
Mbae happily attended the BBI public debates in his Kabazi ward. To his shock, almost
everyone present was pro-BBI. In fact, he was told, to his face, that if he voted NO, then
he must never set foot in Kabazi again.

Yesterday, a very humbled Peter Mbae voted YES for BBI.

Mt Kenya Counties
Out of more than 500 MCAs in Mt Kenya counties, only 4 voted NO. Yet, for more than 1
year, we have been told repeatedly that Mt Kenya people do not want anything to do with
BBI.

FAKE KIKUYU ON SOCIAL MEDIA

Thousands of “Agikuyu”, “Ameru” and “Aembu” online, on social media, have been telling
everyone that Mt Kenya is a NO zone. That Mt Kenya is a TangaTanga zone.
Who are these online “Agikuyu”, “Ameru” and “Aembu”?
There is a Criminal Parallel Government - CPG - in Kenya, and it is this CPG that is
responsible for creating the PERCEPTION that BBI is unpopular in Mt Kenya region, and
also that DP Ruto is popular in the region - Both very big lies.
What has been happening is that CPG has been using BULLYING tactics, INTIMIDATION
and PSYOPS to create the impression that certain FALLACIES are true.

IMPOSTORS and PSYOPS
If you are rich, and wants to spread certain propaganda/lies in a certain town, how would
you go about it? You could hire people to spread the propaganda in:
(a) social media;
(b) media - TV, Radio, online.
In the case of the anti-BBI propaganda, apart from being spread in the 2 mediums above,
it has also been spread by the foreign-funded “Civil Society”.
Whoever pays the piper…
But most importantly, the anti-BBI propaganda in Mt Kenya region has also been spread
by people actually based in the region.
If you want a Kenyan to spread certain propaganda for you, you must pay him. And when
you pay Kenyans to do this kind of hatchet jobs, it will always leak, eventually.
The fact that the people who have been spreading the anti-BBI propaganda in the Mt
Kenya region have not been exposed, can only mean one thing - they are not really
Kenyans; They are foreign-born IMPOSTORS.

These foreign-born IMPOSTORS - e.g. MPs Faith Gitau, Rahab Mukami, Isaac Mwaura were sent to Kenya on a mission to eventually conquer the country.
For a long time, you couldn’t even hold a pro-BBI event in Mt Kenya region without being
heckled. It is the foreign-born IMPOSTORS who were doing the heckling.
One year ago, one Mt Kenya MP was almost lynched by “his constituents” over some
trivial matter.
It is most likely that it is the foreign-born IMPOSTORS who were behind the stunt - I don’t
think they actually planned to lynch him, but to make him believe he had just survived a
lynching…
The MP probably believed his only choices were to join TangaTanga/anti-BBI side; or
forget ever visiting his constituency, and quit politics after his current term in parliament
ends.
Naturally, he chose to join TangaTanga/anti-BBI side. He was among the 41 Mt Kenya
MPs who recently wrote the rude letter to the president, after Sagana meeting.
This particular MP must be shocked that his own county’s MCAs have voted
UNANIMOUSLY for BBI.
MAFIA tactics by a foreign power.
Anyway, the foreign-born IMPOSTORS couldn’t do the heckling during the BBI publicparticipation forums because the venues were heavily guarded by the police.
Interestingly, at least one TangaTanga politician in Mt Kenya - Kandara MP Alice Wahome
- complained about the heavy security during BBI public discussion in her constituency.
Yet, it was only because of the high security that the REAL Kenyans on the ground got to
say what they thought about BBI, without being bullied and heckled by the foreign-born
IMPOSTORS.
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